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ABSTRACT
Since much of the education of physicians and nurses

centers on the diagnosis and.treatment of acute m dical and surgical
conditions, the relatively asymptomatic hyperte lire patient may not
be diagnosed and treated/before serious ccmse encss such as stroke,

Acidney ani/or heart failure occur. Presentl being planned is a
multimedia educational system to teach professional nurses the
knowleige'and skills necessary to manage the hypertensive individual.
Due to the varied education and experitnce backgrounds among nur-ses,
the program will provide alternate outes through the learning
,systen. Phase I will entail planning.aad development; Rbase II, field

6

testing, evaluation, and modification; and Phase III, professional
productioh and packaging. (STS)
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A MULTIDISCIPLINARY APPROACH TO A LEARNING SYSTEM':

FOR HEALTH-CARE PROFESSIONALS

Patricia J. Baldwin and.
Joseph .A. TUcker

t /

Hyp ension, elevated blood pressure, has been deSignated as ont of the

14ding health care problemS in the United States at the.present'timd. The

'American Heart AssoCiation has estimated that there are approximately 23

Million peopre in this country currently suffering from this disease. Of

.

'this number mai* people are unaware that have the disease and over 75 per

are'not under adeqUate:treatment. Ihese statistiCs arepartiCularly

. ,

frustrating for SevetAl realons,. The first, and foremost, is that the

/,. r
devastating terminal consequences of uncontrolled high blood pressure,

,

strokes, kidney failure and 'heart .failure, are all preventable complica-

tiOnsr--Secondly,,the treattent and control of high blood ,pressure is a

relatively simple thelapy. 'Since the advent of hypotensive medications

several years ago, ost individuals can be controlled by a simple course

drug therapy.with limited modification of'diet and life style. Indeed,
-;

g 'Many people can be rodtrolled with a simple regimen of "one-pill-a-day" with

no modificati n of life.style. Why, then, are there so many.Americans with-

out adequat treattent?'.
_ 41

, The swer tc this ouestion may liein t e system of health care
I

delive presently practiced in the Unite4$44es. This systIO emphasizes

',.h, )
.

.i
treat nt of those who are,* eithtr acutely, or chronically; Less .emphasis

,

is placed on .the prevention of illness. Tht"4finding of individuals Who are

1
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Jill but have no symptoms of the illness and dn filld,owing themon a long-
,(C

ter; basis is not done systematically. This is so,stdde much of the
e .

, 4 #

education of physicians and'nurses center& on the cdiagnosis and tmeatment

.. : .,
. \ of acute medical and surgical conditions.. A, disproPortiodate, amoUnt of .

. 3
, .7,

,

'
I 4.

, doney i,s SPent:on treatment as opposed to preyention.-
. A .

_
. , .

"
Many health care specialists have auggested Oft the care of the

7
.

I
r

. -

relatively asymptomatic hypertepsiVe patkent woUia Otamp an.already'over-
, /.

,

,
...

,
.

loaded health.care syS46M-7 Those who alivrocate 4.11is position are perhaps
, .. I -t,

ignawal4 of the false economy.thai,this..reaSatng represeks. Early_
,

. . ,.

e

.
. .

.

diagnosis.and.thanagem: ent pf.hypertensiv*indiv,iduals would preventH.t4t.
, .\

.

1.

,catistrophic effects of-thedisease and would uSitimaiely prove*to .btp,.'
f f .a.) 'W.. % $

1 ,
saving of.tiAeland mpneY Torithe health care...system. Adequatephysicaic,

. .

. .1

facilities for the managfl,fof the typerteniive patient are available;.'

the.real concern i e lackof Properly prepared heaith-care professionals.

What then is a possible solution to this problem?

One af the most interes0.ng approaches is to ugethe professional

.registered nurse as the health care agent.-.... She is highly qualified for

<4

the role due to her broad pfreparation in the physical and social sciences.

She is challenged by the multiple needs.of the patient and will strive to

develop interpersonal relationshtps so that with the patient she will

-.tomply with the medical regimen and will be encouraged to'modify life-
,

%styles as it is necessary\to prevent complications of the disease.

The nursing profession has recognized the need to prepare and utilize

Imasei in a less traditional role in order to meet the,needs of the American

people. Rapid changes in societrand in the health care system have forced

the nurst'to function in a greatly expanded role. Commissions of the

Federal government have examined this trend and all have concluded that the ,
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use-of nurSes in the expanded role will facilitate better health,care to

Jarger numbers in our society. All prototype units which utilize nurses

-

as the primary health care agent have concluded that this method of health

caie deliyery is realistic, reliable, and economical. Offering a wider
4

range of care to the patient.

- Formal schools of nursing education have examined their curriculum

content in an effort to meet the needs of the students who will be expected

to function'in the expanded role and have instituted appropriate courses. _

But what of the nurses who 'are presently in practice? How will they gain

knowledge regarding patients with special types of needs? Specifically',

how will nurses gain the knowledgeand skills necessary to success lly ,

manage the hypertensive individual?

This is the problem that brought together a multidisciplinary team of

authorities in their various fields to determine if a learning system

could be developed that could meet this educational need. The basic team

members included a physician who is a medical educator and noted authority

on the treatment of hypertension, a nurse educator who is coordinator of a

graduate program which prepares nurses at the master's level to be

specialists in cardiovascular nursing and, a faculty member in a school of

1

education whose area of expertise is educational technolpgy. These team

'members were convinced of the importance of the project and believed that

an efficient learning system could be developed. Many experts Were con:-

sulted, a formal project preposal was prepared and presented to a federal

agency for funding. ,Preliminary approval of the project was received:

Al'though funding has not yet been obtained, planning by the project

members continues. Atthe beginning, petrpoSes, objectives, strategies,

necessary curriculum'content and methodologies were delineated. The
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ultimate purpose of the projdpt was declared to be an authoritati e,

educationally sound multimedia system to facilitate the 'preparation of the

1

professional nurse to !Image the hypertensive patient. It was decided to

follow, when possible, the guidelines which had been developed by the

National High Blood Pressure Education Task Force on Nursing in High

Blood Pressure Control. Those guidelines were developed by a Task Force

which,was part of a larger progiam sponsored by the Department of Health;

Education, and Welfare to combat the rising trend of.hypertension.

Broadly,the curriculum content for the current project was identified

as that information necessary to give tgresa;ner an understanding of the

multifaceted aspects of hypertension which include the pathophysioldgy of

the disease, reCognized medical therapy.;)other diseases commonrassociated

1)

with hypertension and psychosocial responses, particularly as they relltte

to compliance with 1 e therapeutic,regimen.

Behavioral objectives assyktd with the content include for each

patient the identification of abnormalities of blood pressure regulation,

asiessment of health needs, implementation of a treatment program, evalua-

tion of progress and referral to afipropriate medical management if signifi-

cant problems are suspected:

Early in the planning it was recognized that frequent testing of

c

course content was necessary ta insure reliability and validity of ;tte

learning system. Therefore, testing devices are being developed in an

attempt to measute the students progress during and after the course.

Reliability of the system (and parts of it during the development) will be.

. ,

established by testing with a different but similar group. Content

validity will be evaluated by a group of expert consultants.
1
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The fact that this learning systlem is applica,ble to allProfessional

*

nurses presented an early problem_ for. the planning team. At the present

time there are several educational programs which prepared,students f9r

nuriing: 'diploma, hospital-affiliated prOrms; associate degree prOgrams;

-

and, baccalaureate schoois. In addition, there are nurses who function
.

in'specialized as opposed to non-speciaiized practice and those who have a

great deial of professional pralce experience as opposed to those who'

have only practice4:on alimited basis dda_to such thins asqamily respon-

sibilities. Plans are being made to assess the knowledge l#vel of the
s

pgrticipants and to provide alternate routes within the learning systito
0

provide for a common leyel of achievement at the.conclusion of the program.

In order that the final package will be applicable to all registered nurses,

the testing during the development of the package will be stratified to

assure applicability to all groups of preeessional nurses.

The funded part Of the project involves three phases. Phase I, which

lasts twelve months, includes developing the subject' matter and determining

testing of

multimedia

the behavioral-objectives forlthe,entire course, production and

one oritwo pilot units and production of the entire preliminiry

instruction'al syteni. The learning system d eloped during this phase

!

vsqll make use of a number of educational techniques, each to colomunicate a

"
.

,

particular phase of the teaching program but integrated to provide a coMplete

learning experience.

. The separate compOnents may include films, tapes, slides, a diotapes,

xts, as well as suchactiing-loarning techniques -a.lectures,

.

4

strations, 4iscussions*:c

f

cal experiences with patients, case-histiory

presentation's and problem ii-414tig". The-individual cOmponent's of the system

N7 4
will.be integrated and inie5!te1ated so that one reinforces the other to

1
.

improy* the efficiency of the learnineprocess. The materials will also

4.

7



require active/participation by the
49

of the s tem will iesult directly, from the prime'status assigned o its

6

learner. The strength and uniqueness

componeht
A

An mportant part of Phase I is the elopment of a prototype unit.

The unit selected will be one that lends itse to a variety'of teaching \

techniqu s and media and involves learning spec'fic skills and knowledge.

It will e developed with several alternative fo ii fOr some treatment.

The pro otype unit has two-purposes: first, to enable the project members
4

l&
to refi e its proceduresbfor developing thia and subsequent ahits; and second,

to dete ne the best media for presenting the subject matter for all

treatme ts--classroom, laboratory and clinical.

Ph
. .

I(aluat on and modification of the. preliminary multimedia instructional

It, scheduled to last six months, involves fielA testing,

system. The carefully established methods of evaluation, including a -
a

special zed team appointed for this, purple, will be utilized at this,

time mportant also in this phase is the use of training course instru
cs,

OrS. ese will be spOcially trained individuals,possibly 'grdduate

student , mho will conduct the field test phase. This is to evaluate the-

1

level o ability to conduc the course and to evaluate thwadministrative

procedu es involved in,util zing the nnil14dia instructional system
',

7'

Ph e III, the last ph e whlch is expec A last for twelve months,
s

involv s the professional production and ck of the system. It is
,

. l
-Y

jalanne for this phase to be contracted, mit company which specilized
,

in dev lopment of learning scs-tems fbr the Wealth Care industry. This
A

profes ional producer should also be experienced in the distribution of the

Produ t since the project coordinators plan for a wide diitribution so it
-*I

will e available to nutses Country-wide.

*A: 8
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While waittug for full federal funding for the development of the totth

system, work has continued in planning-which has h41.1iscussed previously.

'In addition, testing of selected content areas has been accomplished.

Durim the paist few months seminars were held at large univetsityw The

,particiPants were pre-tested and retested at the conclusion of the lectures

to find areaS which would need improvement. I

continued to develop and test areas which will become part of the 'finished'

'N

product. In this manner progress is being made to develop the learning

1 ,

system-for nurses in their part of thealth care delivery which is being'

recognized as a significant area of impo tante in .the American society at

's manner, work has

the present time.
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